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TECH
MAHINDRA
A leading consulting, business engineering and integration company and a specialist in digital
transformation for the telecommunications industry globally, Tech Mahindra has not only provided
cutting-edge technological solutions to connect the world, but has also successfully bridged the gaps
between “ideas and reality”, “vision and action” and “efficiency and dreams” since its inception

T

ech Mahindra has been at the forefront of
driving the transformation that is happening
in the global marketplace, led by digital
technologies, whether it’s Cloud, Internet of Things,
Cognitive Computing, Artificial Intelligence or
Machine Learning. As a major solution provider
to the Communications industry, Tech Mahindra
has immensely contributed to connecting the
world and connecting the businesses with each
other thus contributing to this transformation
across sectors such as Healthcare, Manufacturing,
Infrastructure, Financial Services, Energy & Utility
or Telecommunications. With each passing year, the
company has added to its strength building up newer
capabilities, acquiring newer technology skills and
thus helping global corporates in enhancing their
efficiencies.
As a leading technology services provider, the
company has not only successfully leveraged the
global delivery model, in the process it has created
huge employment opportunities in India and also
in countries where it operates. The mission of the
company is very simple – working towards making an
impact beyond just the commercial objectives. As a
commitment towards using technology to enhance
the quality of governance, Tech Mahindra is helping
the governments of the land with its expertise and
technology solutions. Along with its subsidiaries,
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Tech Mahindra has built technology solutions and
platforms to better skill the common people, provide
access to jobs and make digital payment easier among
others. Following the path laid by its leaders including
Vice Chairman Mr. Vineet Nayyar and CEO & MD
Mr. C P Gurnani, the company is determined to bring
a revolution in the IT industry through its world-class
IT services and solutions.
THE TOWERING NAME
Beginning its success story in the year 1986, Tech
Mahindra was incepted as Mahindra British Telecom
(MBT), which was created as a joint venture of Mahindra
& Mahindra and British Telecommunications. From
establishing MBT International, its first overseas
subsidiary in 1993 to incorporating its offices in China
in 2006, Tech Mahindra has seen an exponential
growth in its success chart. Today, the company is
expanding its reach through its international offices
spread across regions such as Germany, Singapore,
the UK, Latin America, etc.
This fifth-largest IT services provider of India
has made many acquisitions and joint ventures on
its way to reaching the present scale. In 2005, the
company acquired Axes Technologies (India) Private
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Limited along with its subsidiaries in the US and
Singapore. Subsequently, the acquisition of Satyam
Computer Services helped it achieve the much
desired scale and reach. In these years, companies
such as Citisoft, Knowledge Dynamics, Lightbridge
Communications Corporation, Comviva Technologies
Limited, Hutchison Global Services, and iPolicy
Networks Private Ltd, etc. also came under the
possession of Tech Mahindra. Bit-by-bit, the company
has consolidated its empire with strong ideas and
visionary strategies. It is one of the few Indian IT
services players that have successfully balanced its
portfolio in terms of exposure to geographies and
service lines over a period of time.
THE VALUABLE STEPS
Believing in empowering the society and nation
at large, Tech Mahindra has taken various social
initiatives as well. In 2007, it established Tech
Mahindra Foundation to help the underprivileged
section of the society in the areas of education,
vocational training, and disability. Keeping true to its
vision of proliferating Wellness before Business, the
company also became a part of International Day of
Yoga supported by Ministry of Ayush in 2015 as the
official technology partner. In September this year,
the Government of Jharkhand collaborated with
Tech Mahindra to promote digital literacy in the
state and improve the IT skills for creating more job
opportunities as well.

TOUR DE FORCE
• Was felicitated as the winner of
Indo American Awards and was
also awarded with “Firm of the year
– IT/ITes award”.
• Received the “Golden Peacock
Business Excellence Award 2016”.
QUANTUM LEAPS
• Known for its excellent services,
Tech Mahindra was also ranked fifth
in India’s software services firms.
• In the year 2016, the company has
a whopping net revenue of around
$4.03 billion till March.
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